
MASTERING
DISCOVERY & VALUE 

T H E  A R T  O F  ' W O W '

A 'virtual live classroom' workshop for

technology professionals who need to

differentiate by uncovering the buyer's key

business requirements, success metrics,

outcomes, challenges and personal value

proposition.

Discovery skills are commonly near the top of most Technology Sales team's skills development wish list.

Mastering Discovery is critical; maybe half of all 'demo crimes' and many losing RFP responses are caused by
poor Discovery. SAP internal research found that spending longer on Discovery reduced the number of demos,
improved the speed and win rate of sales and typically resulted in larger, expanded deal sizes with a lower
cost of sales. Makes sense.

Even if you don't get the chance to do Discovery before a demo, modern sales presentations now need to be
targeted around value conversations and highly developed 'Agile' Discovery skills (discovery on the fly).



Why Master Discovery
Sales Qualification v Demo Discovery v Value Discovery
Outside-In Discovery: The 'No-Discovery Discovery'
Introducing the Discovery Map
Outside-In Discovery exercise

Review the Outside-In Exercise
Questioning Models: Insight to Closed, Open and Personal Value
Questions and the Compass Questioning Model (Now and Future)
Discovery Map to Value Conversation to Demo Chunk, Video & RFx
Introducing Objection Handling
Discovery to Preview-View-Review exercise

Review the Discovery to Preview-view-Review exercise
Value Wedges and Why Us, Why Now
Visual Discovery tools
Agile Discovery and Discovery in the real-world

Session 1 (10am-12:30pm; Monday, max 8 attendees)

Session 2 (10am-12:30pm; Wednesday)

Session 3 (10am-12:30pm; Friday)

"..thanks for the fantastic Discovery training you did with my
team" Phil Denham | VP SE | Conga

Visit us at www.winningskills.co.uk for more information about our
technology client engagement services.
Email us at don@winningskills.co.uk to chat about PreSales skills.

Bring a client and opportunity you're working on right now.
Make sure you've researched the client's needs, decision makers and any
upcoming demo attendees.
Make sure your camera and microphone are working; fully test the video
conferencing platform and practice swapping from camera to sharing
your screen.
Bring an open, curious mind, a willingness to go outside your comfort zone,
make time to invest in the exercises and, most importantly, have fun.

"...trying to find an expert to train our Enterprise PreSales
teams... Don was the most recommended person I came
across" Himanshu Singh | PreSales Leader | Freshworks

Immediately practical and useable tools and top tips
Differentiate your offering by tuning right into your client
Use Discovery to influence and establish credibility and rapport.

Typical Virtual Workshop Agenda:

Before the Workshop:

Workshop Outcomes for the attendee:


